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MATERIALS INSTALLATION AND CONSTRUCTION

The Off iceDivider wall f rame is made of powder-coated 
steel in any color f rom the NCS palette. The insulating core 
is made of MDF. The inf ill consists of acoustic panels whose 
shape, color and size can be selected f rom the following 
series: NyquiWall, NyquiWall Print, NyquiTiles, EcoTiles, 
FiberFoam, WoodenWall, WoodenFiber, WoodenTiles.

Off ice Divider walls are installed using dedicated solutions 
screwed to the ceiling. The entire structure is mounted on 
a steel rack.
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Off iceDivider are acoustic partitions designed for open 
off ice spaces. Thanks to them, we can effectively separate 
individual workstations or groups of positions, separate the 
employee part f rom the communication part or create a 
special relaxation zone. 

Off iceDividers provide a high level of acoustic comfort. On 
both sides of the walls there are acoustic panels with a high 
sound absorption coeff icient, which reduce reverberation. 
An insulating core is installed between the panels, which 
is responsible for reducing the propagation of noise in the 
room. The wall consists of a painted steel f rame f ixed to 
the floor and ceiling. The sleek, openwork design does not 
overwhelm the interior space or restrict communication 
between employees. The size and f inish of the wall can be 
chosen f rom a variety of available variants, making it easy 
to adapt them to a given space.

In addition to the off ice acoustic function, The Divider 
provides employees with a sense of privacy without limiting 
the dynamic and open nature of the off ice, providing users 
with intimacy and comfort.

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

example patterns for office divider
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Beam prof iles screwed into the ceiling and 
floor

Powder-coated prof iles

Acoustic panels assembled on both sides 
np: NyquiTiles Round
 

Wall finish:

• EcoTiles
• WoodenTiles
• NyquiTiles Round
• FiberFoam
• NyquiWall
• NyquiWall Print
• WoodenWall

Rack finish: 

• Colour RAL

Single module Connected module

How can you place an order?

SELECT:  Finishing the wall (f inishing technology), a pattern 
f rom a given technology, color according to technology, the 
color of the rack, quantity (single and combined modules)- 
It is worth specifying the height of the ceiling in a dedica-
ted space.

E.g.: NyquiTiles Round, Field, Felt blue color 109, NCS rack 
1000 N, Quantity 2x (triple joined modules), ceiling height 
- 2900mm


